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Some things in life aren’t fun and you may think tax is one of them. But it is one of 

the most important topics to know about! 

 

Before you know it, tax plays a big part in your life, but you may still struggle with the 

concept if you weren’t taught about in properly in school (we’ve all been there!)  

 

We are here to give you the basics on all things tax, so you won’t have to keep 

asking your parents for help. 

 

 

What is Tax? 
 

Tax is the money paid by workers and businesses to all levels of Australian 

government to fund community needs. If you’re eligible to pay tax, it will be taken out 

of your income.  

 

Fun Fact: The Federal Government collects the most tax revenue. 
 

 

What are some different types of tax? 
 

There are so many types of tax, so here are just a few: 

 
Income tax is the tax paid by individuals who earn an income  

 

If you make money through means other than employment or income such as an 

investment property, you endure a Capital gains tax on that money. This is treated 

as normal income earned through employment and therefore tax is calculated the 

same as income tax.  

 

GST is the goods and services tax and is automatically applied in Australia on all 

purchases. 

 

Companies must pay company tax, an income tax on their business profits. 

 

 

Who pays tax? 
 

Both individuals and businesses pay tax, but the amount of tax you pay is 

determined by your income, profits, claimable deductions/offsets, spending and 

whether you have a tax file number (TFN). As your wage increases, so does the 

amount of tax you have to pay.  
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However, not everyone has to pay tax. These groups include: 

 

• People who earn less than $18,200 per year (they are part of the tax-free 

threshold) 

• People who receive some pensions 

• Some religious, charity and educational organisations 

 

If you’re employed, your employer will automatically take tax out of your wage and 

send it to the Australian Taxation Office (ATO). However, if you’re self-employed, 

you need to do this yourself.  

 

The ATO have provided a table to show how much tax an individual or business 

pays (excluding the Medicare Levy) 

 

 
Source: (ATO) 

 

 

You can decrease the amount of tax you pay if you’re eligible for tax deductions or 

offsets.  

 

Possible tax deductions include work related expenses, union fees and donations. 

 

Note: Tax deductions are completed before calculating tax and you won’t receive the 

full cost back from different claims.  

 

If you’re studying part time and working full time in your field of study, you can claim 

deductions such as: 

 

• Course/tuition fees 

• Stationery and textbooks 

• Student, amenity, and union fees 

 

Tax offsets reduce the amount of tax an individual pays. The individuals that can 

apply for tax offsets include individuals who earn a low-middle income and 

pensioners.   

 

Note: These are applied after calculating tax. 
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Why do we pay tax? 
 

Australians pay tax to the government to fund community needs such as education, 

health, defence, and infrastructure. Without tax revenue, the government would not 

be able to fund and provide these services to the public. Some members of the 

community are unable to work and therefore our tax also goes towards funding their 

pensions and allowances.  

 

 

Working and Tax 
 

Tax becomes most important when you begin working. The amount of work you’re 

doing and income you’re receiving affects how much tax you have to pay, or if you 

have to pay any at all.  

 

Before you start your first job, you must get a TFN.  Your TFN is your unique 

reference number for the ATO. You keep your TFN for your whole life, so it is 

important to keep it safe and ensure you’re the only one using it.  

 

Note: It is crucial that you give your employer your TFN to avoid paying unnecessary 

tax.  

 

When you start a new job, you must fill out a tax declaration form with your TFN. 

This ensures they can work out how much tax they need to take out (if any).  

 

If your work doesn’t think you’ll earn more than the tax-free threshold ($18,200) in a 

year, you can tell them to claim it on your declaration form, so you don’t get taxed. If 

you do not claim the tax-free threshold, yet earn less, you will get taxed. However, 

you can receive this tax back as a refund when you lodge a tax return at the end of a 

financial year. 
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Whether you’ve already been working for two years, are just starting your first job or 

you’re finishing high school, it is normal to not fully understand the concept of tax, 

especially the process of filing a tax return.  

 

If this is the case, there is no need to worry as we are here to help! We’ve put 

together a simple and quick read for individuals just like you!  

 

By the end of this read, you’ll have all the knowledge and information readily 

available to you so you can file your tax return with ease.  

 

 
Who needs to file a tax return? 
 

Not everyone will need to file a tax return.  

 

People who must file a tax return include: 

 

• Most individuals whose income passes the $18,200 tax-free threshold  

• An individual earning less than $18,200 who has been taxed through their job 

(if their employer wasn’t certain how much they would earn that year) 

 
 
What means can I use to file a tax return? 
 

There are four main ways you can lodge a tax return: 

 

• Online using myTax 

• Tax Help 

• The National Tax Clinic Program 

• Through a tax agent  

 

myTax 
 
Using myTax is the most common way students with casual and part time jobs lodge 

their tax return as it is easy and free to use. Also, this group don’t often have many 

deductions or extra sources of income to add to the mix.  

 

To lodge online with myTax you will need a myGov account linked to the ATO. Learn 

how to link your myGov account to the ATO here!  
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If your myGov account is linked, you can start your return with myTax. Lodge your 

tax return using myTax here! 

Note: If you don’t have a myGov account, you will need to create one. Learn how to 

create one here!  

 

Tax Help 
 
Tax Help is a free, government service for people needing help with their tax return. 

However, not everyone can use this service. To find out if you are eligible, click here.  

 

The National Tax Clinic program 
 
The National Tax Clinic program can help people who: 

 

• cannot pay a tax agent 

• do not meet the rules to use Tax Help 

 

This program is supported by the Government but run by universities with students 

learning about tax providing the assistance. This program is also free and has some 

eligibility requirements. To learn more, click here!  

 

Tax Agent 
 
Lastly, you can use your own tax agent to help you file your tax return (but this can 

be costly).  

 

Note: If you plan to use a tax agent, it is important to check if they’re registered.  

 
 
When do I need to file my tax return? 
 
By the end of financial year (30 June), information from your employer, the 

Government and your bank will be ready, and you can lodge your tax return. 
 

If you’re doing your own tax return on myTax, it is crucial that you lodge it before 31 
October.  
 

 

Before and after filing a tax return 
 

To prepare to lodge your tax return, you will need: 

 

• Your Tax File Number 

• Payslips, income statements or Centrelink statements 

• Information on expenses such as receipts or invoices (if you would like to 

claim deductions) 

 

Note: Claimable deductions may include work expenses such as a laptop, uniform or 

car essentials, charity donations and union fees. When filing your tax return on 

myTax, you can add your deductions to see whether you get any money back.  
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After you lodge your tax return, the ATO will use your information to work out: 

 

• If you paid too much tax and will get some money back from the ATO 

• If you did not pay enough tax and will need to pay more to the ATO 
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It is often expected that young people know what superannuation is when they enter 

the workforce. But majority of the time this isn’t the case. You are then forced to 

choose a super fund with no knowledge around how this will affect you in the long 

run (we’ve all been there!) 

 

 
 

If this, is you, we are here to help! Find out what superannuation is, how to choose a 

super fund and more below. 

 

 

What is Superannuation? 
 

According to the ATO (Australian Taxation Office), Superannuation or super ‘is 

money put aside by your employer over your working life for you to live on when you 

retire’ (link this).  

 

Majority of the time, super starts when you begin working and allows Australians to 

have another source of income when you retire over solely the pension.  Your 

employer is obliged to contribute 10% of your wage into your super fund and this 

contribution will grow over time. You can also make your own payments into your 

superannuation. 

 

 

Choosing a super fund 
 

When choosing a super fund, it is important to consider factors such as performance, 

fee cost, type of insurance, investment opportunities and services. It is also 

beneficial to know that there are different categories of super funds which may suit 

specific jobs over others. There are five categories of super funds: Retail, Industry, 

Public Sector, Corporate and Self-Managed Super Fund.  
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When can I get my super? 
 

When you retire or are between the ages of 55-60 years, you can receive your 

superannuation.  

 

However, you can gain access to your super earlier if: 

 

• You can’t work 

• You’re experiencing extreme financial troubles 

• You have a terminal medical condition 

• You need to pay for unpaid expenses 

 
 
Starting and changing jobs 
 

When you begin a job, your superannuation journey begins. Your employee will give 

you a standard form outlining the super fund options, where you can either choose 

your own super fund or opt to use your employers chosen one.  

 

If you don’t give your employer a chosen super fund when you start, they will have to 

first check if you have a stapled super fund, which is a previous one from another 

job. If they don’t find a stapled super fund, they will contribute your pay into a 

MySuper product which is a default super fund that they use.  

 

It is important to check your superannuation regularly, as well as your payslips and 

super fund statements. Also, it is vital that you ensure your employer is paying your 

super correctly.  

 

When you change jobs, you can either choose to use the same super fund or use 

your new employers default fund. Bear in mind, if you have two super accounts, you 

will need to manage and check two, so it may be more beneficial to have one 

(depending on the circumstances).  

 

If you would like to change super funds at this time, you can move your super from 

an existing account so that you only have one account, you can save fees and have 

everything in the one place.  

 

To move your super balance over to your new account, you: 

 

1. Go to my.gov.au 

2. Log in or create an account 

3. Link your account to the ATO 

4. Click ‘super’, then ‘manage’ 

5. Click ‘transfer super’ 

6. At this stage, you will be shown all your super accounts and can transfer your 

existing balance/s to your new one 

(Source: Moneysmart) 
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At the end of the day, it is crucial that you know what superannuation is and how it 

works before you first enter the workforce. We are talking about your money here, so 

it is important to put it to good use so that you’re better off when you retire. 

If you have already started work, now is a good time to have a good look at your 

superannuation and use your new knowledge to keep track of your super fund/s and 

inform your future decisions. 
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As you become a young adult, the amount of money you earn and the number of 

expenses you have increases. Because of this, you may be struggling to save 

money or keep track of your expenses. 

 

If this is the case and money struggles are living rent free in your head, you should 

create your own budget - we promise it’ll make life a little bit easier! 

 

Read below to find out what a budget is and the best tips for creating and 

maintaining a successful budget.  

 

 

What is a budget? 
 

A budget is a statement that keeps track of how much money you have (e.g. your 

income), where the money must go towards and if you have any leftover to treat 

yourself or put towards your savings. It is a plan that ensures you’re putting your 

money where it is most needed and managing it well to make sure you can afford to 

fund your desired lifestyle and set achievable savings goals.   

 

 
Tips for creating and maintaining a budget 
 

Calculate your income and expenses 

 

To begin your budget, it is vital that you make note of your weekly, fortnightly or 

monthly income. This way you can keep track of how much money is coming in and 

therefore how much you can spend on necessities, wants and savings. It is a good 

idea to automate certain expenses such as bills and rent so you can easily see your 

surplus funds after necessities have been paid for.  

 

Expenses to consider in your budget may include: 

 

• Rent 

• Bills for electricity, internet, phone, and water 

• Groceries 

• Car costs such as registration, fuel, and maintenance 

• University fees 

• Medical bills or health insurance 
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Note: If the cost of your essential expenses exceeds your income, you may have to 
decrease your expenses or make more money by finding a second job or starting 
your own business.  
 

Decide what timeframe you will use to budget 

 

When starting your budget, it is important to base the plan on a specific timeframe. 

This timeframe will most likely be how often you get paid, whether that be weekly, 

fortnightly or monthly.  

 

Set a realistic budget 

 

To ensure your budget is successful, it is important to make it as realistic and 

accurate as possible.  

 

Here are some tips to maintain a realistic budget: 

 

• Set appropriate goals that you’re likely to achieve – don’t plan to make a big 

purchase in a year if your funds aren’t sufficient 

• Automate your bills and rent so you don’t spend the money you need for 

those things on other expenses 

• Allow for unplanned expenses such as car repairs or hospital bills 

• Stay motivated by treating yourself occasionally 

• Consider whether you really need something when making a big purchase  

• Avoid using Afterpay – this can lead to debt and will be harder to manage in 

your budget! 

 

Monitor it regularly and adjust if need be 

 

You should monitor your budget at the end of each cycle – aka the timeframe you 

based your budget on. Monitoring it regularly allows you to see if the budget is 

working, if your goals are being met and if you’re able to afford your expenses with 

the income you’re receiving.  

 

As your budget is based on your current lifestyle, you will need to continuously adjust 

it. If your income increases/decreases or your expenses increase/decrease, you will 

need to make the relevant changes to your budget to make it realistic and accurate 

to your present situation.   

 

 

Now, it’s time to start your budget. There are so many budgeting templates and apps 

to use so you don’t have to start from scratch. 

 

If you want to use a template on your computer, we recommend using money 

smart’s budget template here. 

 

If you would rather have a budgeting app on your phone, some great ones are Raiz, 

Pocketbook, Money Brilliant and Frollo. 
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Tell us you’re in your 20s without telling us you’re in your 20s.  

 

We’ll go first: You find it hard to save money. 

 

Who doesn’t love socialising with friends and taking multiple iced coffee and GYG 

breaks at uni, right? 

 

We hate to be the bearer of bad news, but you may have to start saving more of your 

money (even if you live at home and have no other expenses).  

 

Here are our top tips to save money in your 20s (while still having fun of course!): 

 

 

1. Track your spending and create a budget 
 

You don’t have to create a massive spread sheet with 100 categories (unless that’s 

something you enjoy). Instead, you can use an app, or online software to simplify the 

process for you. 

 

 

2. Give your savings account a nickname 
 

This tip has become very popular. Instead of keeping your boring numerical savings 

account name, consider changing the name to reflect a specific financial goal. You 

could call it “Europe Trip”, “New Car Fund”, or “Moving Out By 2023”, whatever will 

motivate you. You will be less likely to take money out when you can see what else it 

could go towards. 

 

 

3. Prioritise paying off credit card and Afterpay debt (or just avoid it 
altogether)!  

 

Don’t leave debt and late payment fees to multiply in the background. The best way 

to avoid credit card and Afterpay debt is to put off owning a credit card or using 

Afterpay for as long as possible in the first place. If you decide to use a credit card or 

Afterpay, it is important that you stay on top of your fees and repayments, so you 

don’t end up in trouble later down the line.  
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4. Negotiate better contracts on recurring bills. 
 

Set aside a day every so often to look through some of your monthly bills like your 

phone plan and electricity and do some research on other options available. When 

they are due to expire, you can try to negotiate lower costs when renewing or switch 

to a provider with better value.  

 

And while you’re looking at your bills… 

 

 

5. Automate your bills 
 

When your bills are being taken straight out of your bank account each month, you 

never have to worry about late fees. It will also teach you to better manage your 

money. You’ll be aware that you must have a certain amount in your account at 

month-end so that these bills can be subtracted. 

 

 

6. Set up a savings account at a different bank.  
 

This will reduce temptation to move money across from your savings for impulse 

purchases, because it will be more difficult and time consuming. Also, looking for 

another savings account will prompt you to shop around for a better interest rate 

than what you’re currently getting. We do recommend keeping a small emergency 

fund at the same bank as your initial account, so it is easily accessible should you 

need it. 

 

 

7. Catch up with friends at home.  
 

This may be a revolutionary idea for some social groups, but you don’t have to go 

out just to see each other. Try reducing the amount of money you spend going out to 

bars and restaurants to see your friends and invite them around to your place 

instead.  

 

To reduce the workload and share around the cost, get everyone to bring a plate of 

food each. It can even turn into a fun Tik Tok video too.  

 

 

8. Research before you shop.  
 

If you're in the market for a medium to large new purchase, like furniture or a new 

laptop, don’t just go out and buy the first thing you find. Find something that suits 

your specific needs and will last you a long time. Research where you can get it for 

the best price. And if you can afford to wait a couple more months, then hang on until 

it goes on sale and you can get a good deal.  

 

For smaller, everyday purchases, use coupon apps, vouchers you’ve been gifted 

and keep track of store credit expiry dates. 
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9. Minimise your utility bills.  
 

It seems super simple, but it’s the little extra costs that add up over time. Some ideas 

to minimise your bills are to wait until your washers are full before running them, put 

on a jacket instead of turning on the heater, put a time limit on showers or turn off 

lights and appliances when they’re not being used. Basically, live by the rules your 

parents would have nagged you about when you lived at home. Living with a 

roommate can also help you cut down on many of your bills by bringing in extra 

income to split payments. 

 

 

10. Cancel unnecessary subscriptions. 
 

Speaking of the little things adding up. All those $10-a-month subscriptions end up 

being quite costly, and you could probably live without most of them. You don’t need 

Netflix, Stan, Plex AND Foxtel! Weigh up how much value you’re actually getting 

from these services and look at cheaper or free alternatives.  

 

 

11. Live within your means.  
 

Social media is creating an exaggerated expectation of the lifestyle you should be 

living in your 20s. But, no one should be expecting to you keep up appearances with 

influencers and celebrities, so try to stay in your own lane and do what is right for 

you.  

 

 

What’s it all for?  

 

Here are some things you should start saving for in your 20s 

 

• A home 

• Retirement 

• Investments 

• Paying off education costs 

 

It’s never too early to begin. Your older self will thank you! 
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A car will be one of the biggest purchases you make in your life, especially if it is 

your first one!  

 

Whether you’re freshly 18 or you’ve been roasted for too many years to get off your 

L’s, buying a car for the first time is exciting for everyone. However, there are a few 

things you need to know before you make the purchase. 

 

 
Costs of buying a car 
 

There are many upfront and ongoing costs that come with a car. These include: 

 

• Buying the car (can be outright, through dealership finance or loans) 

• Stamp duty – it is a type of tax that is generally built into the car price (except 

for with private seller) 

• Extras when purchasing new from a car dealer – leather seats, window tinting, 

extended warranty etc. 

• Registration 

- If you’re buying a new car, you need to get it registered and pay that fee 

- If you’re buying a used car, there will be a fee to transfer the registration or 

ownership, or you may need to renew the car’s registration 

• CTP (Compulsory third party) insurance 

- This is mandatory in all states in Australia and is needed to register your 

car 

- This insurance covers injuries to others that may be caused by your car in 

an accident 

• Additional insurance – other insurance covers instances such as theft, fires, 

storms, and flood damage 

• Maintenance, repairs, and fuel (the price of fuel atm is no joke!) 

• Car loan repayments (if you don’t buy your car outright) 

 

 

Who to buy from? 
 

Licensed trader 

 

Buying from a licensed trader gives you more protection because you’ll receive: 

 

- A notice of particulars 

- A three-month statutory warranty if the car is less than 10 years old and has 

travelled less than 160,000km 
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- A certificate of registered interest (shows you whether the car is stolen or the 

owner owes money to pay the car off) 

- A three-day cooling period to cancel the contract/payment 

 

Licensed car traders are required to provide you with the following when buying a 

used car: 

 

• The licence number of the trader 

• The price of the car 

• The registration number 

• The engine number or vehicle identification number of the vehicle 

 

Private seller 

 

Using a private seller can be a bit riskier as you won’t get a cooling off period or 

statutory warranty. You will also have to check if the car has been stolen or has 

money owing. 

 

• To check if stolen: Contact Vehicles Securities Register (VSR) 

• To check its written off status, call Vic Roads with the registration and vehicle 

identification number 

 

Auction 

 

Going to an auction to buy a car is always cheaper but it also comes with more risks. 

If you buy a used car at auction: 

 

• The car will not be covered by a statutory warranty 

• There is no cooling off period 

• The car does not require a roadworthy certificate 

• You may not be able to test drive it 

 

 

When to buy? 
 

• EOFY (there are usually a lot of sales on at this time!) 

• End of a month or quarter (dealers usually have sales targets to make so they 

may be more lenient at the end of a quarter or month) 

• Beginning or end of year 

• Model run out time 

• A Monday or Tuesday (it is often less busy than a weekend and there is more 

room for negotiation) 

 

 

Are there different ways to purchase a car? 
 

Yes, there are! The most obvious way is to pay outright, especially if you’ve been 

saving for a few years. However, this isn’t the only option. 
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You can fund your car directly through the dealer you buy off and then make regular 

repayments to pay off the vehicle. But this may not be the most cost-effective as 

dealers are often looking to make money. 

 

Lastly, you can take out a loan, whether that be a regular car loan, pre-approved 

loan or finance from a car loan broker. However, a loan may result in added fees or 

requirements that you cannot meet, especially at a young age.  

 

 

Tips when buying a car 
 

Research before you buy 

 

It is important to thoroughly research cars before you buy to figure out which car is 

the right fit for you based on reviews, specifications, features and of course the price.  

 

Note: There are restrictions on the cars that P platers can use, so keep that in mind! 

 

Set a budget before you start looking 

 

A car is a big purchase, especially if it is your first! To ensure you stay within your 

means and get the best value for your money, it will be beneficial to set a budget.  

 

Inspect and test drive the car 

 

It is so important when purchasing a car, used or new that you thoroughly inspect the 

inside, the outside and all in between. Don’t buy the car if the dealer or seller won’t 

let you inspect the car – this is a MAJOR RED FLAG! 

 

Things to check are: 

 

• Any signs of previous accidents or damage 

• The doors, windows, boot, and hood of the car for any sealing issues 

• Digital and electronic elements of the car such as the air conditioning, radio, 

screen or Bluetooth 

• Condition of the fabric/leather and carpets 

• The inside lights, brake lights headlights 

• The paint on the outside of the car 

• The wear and condition of the tires 

• Any chips or cracks in the glass 

• Underneath the car 

• The engine (smoke, oil drips, water in the radiator, oil filter caps) 

 

Note: If you cannot inspect this yourself, you can contact RACV or a mechanic to 

check for you.  

 

When inspecting the car, you should also take it for a test drive. 
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While test driving check that: 

 

• The gears changes are smooth 

• The brakes work well 

• The speedometer, fuel dial and other electronics are working 

• The engine sounds good 

• All the lights are on/working 

• The wipers turn on 

 

Also, you should get a PPSR check to make sure the previous owner isn’t still paying 

off the car or the car isn’t stolen.  

 

Check for car safety features 

 

As a young driver, it is important that the car you drive is safe and has some safety 

features such as airbags, rear view camera and more.  

 

Check that you have all the important agreements and paperwork (and read 

everything carefully!!) 

 

When buying a car, you must obtain: 

 

• The Notice of Particulars - this includes year of manufacture, first registration, 

engine number, cash price, name of previous owner and odometer reading) 

• Defect Notice – this lists the costs of all possible repairs 

• Roadworthy certificate –all cars must be sold with a roadworthy certificate that 

is less than 30 days old 

• Purchase agreement 

 

Maintain your car regularly 

 

To ensure you repairs and maintenance fees don’t pile up, ensure you’re regularly 

taking your car in for a service. This way you can find problems early.  

 

Look into the car’s history (if buying used) 

 

Make sure to check the car’s history, in particular how many owners it has had and 

the number of kilometres. This can show you whether the car is worth buying and 

whether it will last you your desired time.  

 

Don’t be afraid to negotiate (if buying new) 

 

If you want to negotiate the price of a new car, it is important to go in prepared and it 

might be useful to bring someone that has bought a car before such as a parent or 

friend.  

 

 

It’s time to go and make the big purchase. And don’t worry, we won’t judge you for 

your basic white Volkswagen golf purchase… 
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You may hear the terms ‘interest’ and ‘interest rate’ thrown around a lot, but have 

you ever actually been told what they mean and how they work?  

 

Now is the time to get your head around these confusing but important terms. It’s a 

little dull, but it’s helpful to understand - so you’ll thank us later!  

 

 

What is interest?  
 

Interest is the sum of money (built up over time) that you either gain from a financial 

institution for holding your savings with them, or pay as a fee to a lender in addition 

to an amount you’ve borrowed  

 

There are two main types of interest: simple interest and compound interest.  

 

Simple interest involves gaining or paying interest on the initial amount borrowed or 

saved.   

 

Compound interest involves earning interest on your interest. Now let’s break this 

down.   

 

If you have compound interest on a savings account, you will gain interest on both 

your original savings deposit AND the interest you’ve gained from the bank.   

 

If your loan or credit card account uses compound interest, you will ultimately have 

to pay more interest as it is charged on your original loan amount plus the interest 

acquired on your loan or credit card.   

 

 

Interest Earned Vs Paid  
 

Interest earned involves gaining interest over a period of time from a savings 

account or term deposit.   

 

When you open a savings account or a term deposit, you will earn interest as a 

reward from the bank (for putting your money in one of their accounts).   

 
Interest paid involves acquiring interest on your loan or credit card that you have to 

pay. Both loans and credit cards charge compound interest, so you want to pay them 

off as quick as you can!  
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When you use a credit card or have a home loan, you are borrowing money. This 

means you will be charged interest, as well as having to pay off the amount 

borrowed with repayments.  

 

 

What is an interest rate?  
 

An interest rate is the percentage of interest that you will pay for borrowing money or 

gain for saving money.   

 

You will often incur an interest rate on things such as loans, credit cards and bank 

accounts such as savings or term deposits.   

 

An increased interest rate will benefit people with savings accounts as they will gain 

more money, however, for people with loans and credit cards, they will incur higher 

repayments.   

 

There are two main interest rates: fixed and variable.  

 

A fixed interest rate remains the same throughout the duration of borrowing. This 

means your interest rate will be set (as the rate at the time of settlement), no matter 

how much the interest rate changes over your loan period.   

 

However, a variable interest rate changes depending on the bank’s interest rate at 

the time. This can be beneficial if the interest rate lowers during your loan period.   

 

 

What is the cash rate?  
 

The cash rate is the interest rate set by the Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA). This 

interest rate applies to banks and the money they borrow from each other (AKA 

‘overnight loans’).   

 

On the first Tuesday of every new month, the RBA discusses the cash rate and 

decides whether it will stay the same or change (either go up or down). The cash 

rate might change to increase economic growth, encourage spending, and ensure 

Australia’s money is stable and flowing well.  

 

For example, during the height of the Covid-19 lockdowns, the cash rate dropped 

dramatically to try and reduce people’s repayment costs during that period of 

uncertainty. Now that lockdowns have finished, the RBA have started raising the 

cash rate again.   

 

The RBA’s cash rate can influence the interest rates that customers receive from 

their chosen bank. This is because the bank can pass down their own costs (for 

borrowing money).    

 

Although bank rates usually change according to the cash rate, it isn’t always the 

way. 
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Are you thinking of moving out of home but don’t know where to start?  

 

Well, you’ve come to the right place. 

 

Moving out for the first time is an exciting time – no more nagging parents and you 

can do things whenever you like. It’s no big deal, right? 

 

Moving out is a big life decision, so we are here to help!  

 

Our moving tips below will help make the transition as smooth as possible (no cap!) 

and ensure you’re prepared for the responsibilities and finances that come with the 

move.  

 

 

Moving out of home expenses 
 

It is crucial that you know the expenses that come with moving out of home so there 

are no unexpected costs. There are both ongoing and individual costs to consider 

when making the move: 

 

 
Ongoing Costs 

 

 
Individual Costs 

 

• Rent 

• Utility bills such as electricity, 

gas, water, internet, and phone 

• Weekly supermarket shop 

• Transport such as car or public 

transport costs 

• Contents insurance 

 

 

• Rental bond 

• Fees to set up utilities and 

internet connection 

• Moving costs such as hire fees 

• Furniture and homewares 

• Parking permit (if applicable) 

 

Before moving out, you should consider whether you can afford these costs by 

creating a realistic budget, particularly in the long term to ensure your move remains 

a success. It is definitely not cheap! 

 

 

Money tips when moving out 
 

• Set up a savings account to save up before your move 

• Take into consideration your current spending habits (don’t be a material girl) 
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• Save money on the expenses of moving out: 

- Move in with friends or your partner 

- Buy second hand furniture and homewares 

- Cancel any unnecessary memberships or subscriptions (or use your parents 

Netflix account without them knowing) 

- Ask for your parents help to avoid van or removalist costs to save lots of 

money in the moving process 

• Create a budget to ensure you won’t be out of pocket at any stage or for long 

• Sell unwanted items to get some extra cash or borrow belongings from family 

and/or friends 

• Get another job to bring in more income 

 

 
General tips when moving out 
 

If you’re moving in with flatmates, it’s important to establish an agreement so there 

are common ground rules. Your agreement will include how the rent and household 

expenses will be divided amongst all flatmates.  

 

Bills are often the biggest worry when moving in with other people so you should 

establish how the bills will be paid for and who will do it to make sure they are paid 

for on time. If bills are not paid on time, your credit score or rental arrangement could 

be affected.  

 

Note: Ensure that all flatmate’s names are on the bills as this shows who is 
responsible for the costs.  

 

It is also time for a deep clean! Channel your inner Marie Kondo (IYKYK) and get rid 

of any unnecessary belongings that you don’t need or won’t be able to bring with you 

in the move. You may want to sell your stuff to get some extra money or just donate 

to those who may need it.  

 

When moving out, it is also okay to ask for help from your parents, relatives, and 

friends. Most of them have been through the process already and will be able to give 

you good advice on moving, bills and finances.  

 

Some other things to do when moving out are: 

 

• Create a checklist of what needs to be done so nothing is forgotten 

• Change your address for important mail and subscriptions 

• Check the furniture situation before you move - The place might already come 

furnished or if you’re sharing with flatmates, you might only need to furnish 

your own room 

• Keep in touch with your parents and family – It is important to go back for 

regular visits or call your parents as it is a big change for everyone. You may 

miss the nagging more than you think! 
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(POV: the day you move out) 

 

 

We know moving out of home for the first time is a big transition. We hope our tips 

make moving out an easy and positive experience for you.  

 

You’ve got this! 
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Renting a property is the easiest route to take if you’re moving out of home. But, if 

this is your first time, it’s crucial that you do your research and know what is involved.  

 

We’ve compiled some definitions and tips that you should know before becoming 

applying for a rental.  

 
 
What does it mean to rent a property? 
 

Renting involves paying a set amount of paying to occupy a property for a certain 

period.  

 

 

What is the difference between a tenant and a landlord? 
 

A tenant is the person renting the property, whereas the landlord is the person 

renting out the property.  

 

 

What is a bond? 
 

A bond is the deposit you give to your landlord before you start renting the property. 

It is used as financial protection if you don’t meet aspects of the residential tenancy 

agreement or if anything needs to be replaced or repaired by the landlord at the end 

of your rental term.  

 

In Victoria, your bond is kept by the Residential Tenancies Bond Authority. If there 

are no issues at the end of your rental term, you will get all your bond back.  

 

Each state/territory in Australia have different regulations around how much is legally 

required as a deposit before you rent so research before you commit.  

 

 

What is a residential tenancy agreement? 
 

A residential tenancy agreement (AKA the lease) is the legal contract between you 

(the tenant) and the landlord. Once you sign this agreement, you’re legally bound to 

follow everything stated. It is so important to read this document carefully, so you 

don’t break any agreements while renting out the property. 

 

This contract will usually include information about how long you can rent the 

property, the cost of renting, the bond, and your responsibilities as a tenant.  
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What is a condition report? 
 

This is a document that states the condition of the property before you rent it. This 

must cover the state of the property, it’s appliances and furniture, as well as any 

existing damage.  

 

This document will often be used when there is a dispute about repairs, 

replacements, or damage. So, when you move in, you should take photos of the 

property to ensure you have evidence of the property’s original condition if this is the 

case.  

 

The landlord can take your bond if they believe the house isn’t in the same condition 

as when you moved in.  

 

 

Why would you rent over buying a property? 
 

Most young people don’t have the funds available to buy a property and may 

struggle to get a loan too. Renting allows them to move out of home at a reasonable 

price and without using all their savings. It also offers a lot more flexibility (especially 

if you have commitment issues).  

 

 

Tips for renting a property 
 

Start a budget and organise your finances 

 

Before you commit to renting a property, you need to know whether you can afford it. 

Now would be a good time to start a budget and work out how much you can actually 

spend on rent. This ensures you only look at properties that you can afford too.  

 

Make a list of your needs and wants in a property 

 

When you decide to rent, it is useful to make a list of your ‘must haves’ to help with 

the decision. Your needs might be location, car parking, furniture, air 

conditioning/heating, two bedrooms and two bathrooms. You can also make a list of 

your wants, but you might have to let these go if you find the right property.  

 

Work out what you can and can’t change about the property 

 

Renting a property comes with its restrictions and you should know what these are. 

Generally, tenants must leave the property as is, unless they’re granted permissions 

by their landlord to hang pictures or fix minor repairs, for example.  

 

Inspect the property thoroughly 

 

Before you sign any agreements, you must inspect the rental property AT LEAST 

once.  
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When you visit the property, you should check: 

 

• If it meets your requirements and needs such as parking and air 

conditioning/heating 

• For any damage or issues 

• That all the appliances, lights and amenities are working well 

• The property matches the descriptions and online photos 

• The condition of the house including furniture (if the property comes 

furnished) 

 

Prepare your application prior to looking 

 

It is always a good idea to prepare your application early so the process will be 

quicker. You should also have digital and print copies of your application.  

 

Applications usually include: 

• Identification 

• Phone bills 

• Pay slips 

• References 

 

Note: If you’re a first-time renter, you won’t have any rental history so you should 
provide as much information about your employment and income as you can.  
 

Understand your rights and responsibilities as a tenant 

 

It is important to know your rights as a tenant, especially when you are in the 

process of signing the residential tenancy agreement and the condition report.  

 

As a tenant, you have a right to privacy and, to feel safe and secure in your rental. 

The property must be liveable and in good condition, and the landlord must follow 

state/territory laws in all dealings.  

 

Although you have rights, you also must hold up your end of the deal too.  

 

Your responsibilities will include: 

• Paying utility bills 

• Maintaining the garden 

• Maintaining the original condition of the property 

• Paying your rent on time 

• Comply with the set contract and agreement 

 

Rent with others in a share house 

 

This is a great alternative for low-income earners, students and casual workers as 

you can share the expenses of rent, the bond and bills. You can share with friends or 

find roommates online. 
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Not everyone needs an Australian Business Number (ABN). 

 

In many cases, employees in irregular or casual jobs (such as performers, 

musicians, some consultants and labourers) are asked to get an ABN by employers 

when they are not eligible for one. 

 

The following things mean you’re entitled to an ABN: 

 

• Carrying on or starting an enterprise in Australia. Or making supplies 

connected with Australia’s indirect tax zone. 

• A Corporations Act company. 

 

Noticeably missing from the above list is “because my employer said I have to have 

one”. 

 

The ABR are now cracking down on holders of ABN’s who are being deemed 

ineligible. 

 

This is because many people have been told (incorrectly) by their employers that 

they “need an ABN” in order to do the job, in an attempt to treat them as independent 

contractors. 

 

The reason for this? As a contractor, you can be paid less and miss out on 

superannuation, and paid leave entitlements that you may be eligible for as an 

employee. 

 

How do I become eligible for an ABN? 

 

If you do want to legitimately carry out work as a sole trader with an ABN, you’ll be 

required to do many (if not all) of these things: 

 

• Be genuinely running your own business. 

• Pay your own income tax and GST directly to the ATO. 

• Source your own clients (e.g. through advertising). 

• Delegate work to others if you choose without approval from any employers or 

managers. 

• Be responsible for quoting your work, including setting or negotiating your 

own prices. 

• Invoicing for work. 

• Have a separate business bank account. 

• Pay for your own business insurance (e.g. public liability). 
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The reality of adulthood is you need to find a stable source of income to fund – well – 

everything. Regardless of if you’re in team “work to live” or “live to work”, living costs 

money, and the way to get money is to get a job 

 

If you’ve reached a point in your life where you’re looking for a job for the very first 

time – either a part time gig for a bit of spending money during high school, or 

because you’re looking to move out of home during uni, this guide is for you 

 

 

Where do I look for a job? 
 

Depending on the job market and time of year, finding available casual or part time 

positions can be quite straightforward. Majority of jobs are listed online on job search 

websites so that they’re all in the one place 

 

The best sites in Australia are 

 

• Seek 

• Indeed 

• LinkedIn 

• Jora 

• Mumbrella 

• Pedestrian 

• CareerOne 

• GradCareers 

 

Aside from online means, some businesses still promote jobs in their shop windows 

or on their social media pages, so keep an eye out for those too 

It’s also very rare for your first job (or two, or three) to be directly related to your 

lifelong career goals. Most of us need to spend some time working in jobs or 

industries that we’re not necessarily super passionate about, in order to support 

ourselves financially while working towards our career goals 

 

So don’t get caught up trying to find the “perfect” first job, as it probably doesn’t exist. 

As long as you’re being treated and paid fairly, any job is a good one to break into 

the workforce and get some experience under your belt 
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What will you need to apply for a job? 
 
To apply for a job, you will need a resume and sometimes a cover letter. Most job 

applications now happen online, where you put in information about yourself and 

upload your resume 
 

Online applications could involve: 

• Sending your resume (and maybe cover letter) to the employer by email 

• Filling out sections on a job website and adding your resume and cover letter 

there 

 

However, sometimes you can hand in a physical copy of your resume to retail or 

hospitality businesses to apply 

 

 

What is a resume? 
 

A resume (sometimes referred to as a CV) is a document that lists your contact 

information, work experience, skills, education, and qualifications. This one-page 

document is needed for majority of job applications to show an employer whether 

you’re the right person for the job (before an interview 

 

It is vital that you perfect your resume before applying for any job so that you have a 

better chance of landing an interview. Employers often scan through resumes for no 

longer than 10 seconds, so you want to stand out 

 

 

How to structure your resume 
 

Contact information 

 

This section will include your full name, phone number, email address and location. 

You can also include your social media handles if it relates to the job you’re applying 

for (e.g. a job in communications 

 

Resume objective 

 

This works as an introduction to your resume and outlines your goals and 

motivations for the workforce. This should only be 2-3 sentences. 

 

Experience 

 

Your work experience section is the biggest and most important part of your resume. 

In this section, you should state your responsibilities and achievements made while 

in previous jobs 

 

The order of this section should go as follows: 

 

• Job position 

• Business/company name and date employed 
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• Responsibilities and achievements 

 

If you’re applying for your first job and you have no experience, you can use any 

volunteering you have done with school or extracurricular activities such as a sport 

 

Education 

 

Your education section can include the high school you attended and any university 

qualifications you are completing/have completed. You can also add your VCE 

ATAR or university GPA if you believe it is relevant to the job. 

 

Skills 

 

In this section, you should list your hard and soft skills, and tailor your skills to the 

one’s listed in the job description. For example, if the job asks for someone with 

customer service and communication skills, you can add this to your resume (but 

only if you believe that you have these skills 

 

As someone who is applying for their first job, you should prioritise listing your soft 

skills such as communication, organisation, and leadership 

 

Referees 

 

A referee is someone who can confirm your work experience, skills, and 

qualifications such as a previous employer or manager, a teacher, a sporting coach 

etc. Basically, you should choose someone that will have something good to say 

about you 

 

For a casual or part time role, you should give at least 2 referees. Employers will 

often contact one (or two) of your referees to gauge more about your soft skills such 

as work ethic and reliability if they’re considering you for the job 

 

You should always ask someone if they can be your referee and keep them in the 

loop during the job process so they can prepare themselves to receive a call 

 

On your resume, you should list your referees in chronological order and include 

their name, position, the company they work for, their phone number and their email 

 

Optional fields 

 

Some additional fields you can add are Languages, Interests and Awards or 

Certificates 

 

Note: This structure is only a guide, and you can change certain aspects to your 

liking 

 

For some great resume templates visit: 

 

• https://www.jobjumpstart.gov.au/article/resume-templates-why-and-how  

• https://www.seek.com.au/career-advice/article/free-resume-template  
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What is a cover letter? 
 

A cover letter is a more detailed document that you submit alongside your resume 

(if the application requires it). It provides additional information about your skills and 

experience and shows the employer who you are and why you are suitable for the 

role. 

 

 

How to structure your cover letter 
 

Contact information and greeting 

 

The contact information section will include: your name, phone number and email, 

and is usually placed in the top right-hand corner of the page. Underneath your 

contact information to the left of the page, you would put the date, the employer’s 

name and the company, and the position you’re applying for. 

 

Once you’ve added all the above, you should always try and address the letter to the 

employer as it shows you’ve personalised the letter to them. However, if you cannot 

find their name, use a phrase such as ‘to whom this may concern’ 

 

Introduction 

 

In the introduction, you should state which position you’re applying for and at what 

company. Also, you can show that you’re interested in the role and why. 

  

Experience and skills 

 

Think of 2-3 key points to use in this section. They can be about either your 

experience or skills, but ensure they relate to the job requirements. This section 

involves showing the employer why you’re well suited to the job and what experience 

and/or skills you have to meet certain criteria, with examples. 

  

Conclusion 

 

To finish the cover letter, you should show your interest in the company, what you 

love about them and show them that you’ve done your research. Lastly, you should 

thank the employer for their time, show that you look forward to hearing from them 

and sign your name at the bottom. 

 

For some great cover letter templates, visit: 

 

• https://www.seek.com.au/career-advice/article/free-cover-letter-template  

• https://au.indeed.com/career-advice/resumes-cover-letters/cover-letter-for-

entry-level 

• https://www.youthcentral.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/YouthCentral_CoverLett

er_NoWorkExperience.pdf  
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Tips for writing a resume and cover letter 
 

• Make sure there are no spelling or grammar errors 

• Try to stick to one page 

• Use key words found in the job application/description 

• Make it clear and consistent in tone and appearance (use the same fonts and 

margins, utilise white space on the page and keep it informal or formal 

throughout 

• Save your resume and cover letter as a PDF (the formatting of a word 

document may change when sent to an employer 

• Tailor your application to the job description (e.g. if they ask for someone with 

customer services skills, show that you have the experience 

• Add your own creative flair to show your personality (especially if the job is in 

the creative industry) 

 

 

Now it is time to put this information to good use and apply for a job (or a few – the 

more you apply for, the more practice you get at refining your resume and cover 

letter and the better chance you have at landing one!). And don’t fret if you don’t get 

one straight away, it can take a few tries before being offered an interview or a 

position. 

 

Once you’ve got the application part down pat, the wait for an interview begins! 
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So, we heard you’ve got an interview for a casual or part-time job. Congratulations - 

you’re one step away from getting a job! 

 

But we know it isn’t all exciting - put your hands up if you’re low key freaking out rn! 

 

If your hand is up, then this blog is for you. Learn what to expect at an interview, tips 

to interview well and common questions to prepare for below! 

 

 

What to expect at an interview? 
 

Depending on the company and type of work (casual, part-time, or full time), your 

interview may look a little different.  

 

The company will decide between: 

 

• An individual or group interview 

• Whether the interview is formal or informal in nature 

• Whether the interview is held by solely the manager, HR person or a panel of 

employees 

 

 

Tips for a successful interview 
 

Research, research, research 

 

At this stage, you should have already done some research about the job and 

company you applied for to complete your resume and cover letter. However, it is 

vital that you go into the interview well versed to ensure you can answer potential 

questions such as ‘why do you want to work here’. 

 

Prepare ahead of time 

 

Before an interview, you should prepare common interview questions (see below) 

and answers about yourself, your work experience (if you have any), your skills and 

your qualifications. This will also include your weaknesses, which should consist of a 

small fault and how you are trying to improve it.  

 

To reduce stress the morning or day of the interview, set aside your outfit, pack your 

bag/belongings, and figure out how you’re going to get there (drive, public transport, 

your parents) the night before.   
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Practice answering questions 

 

Once you’ve prepared well for the interview, it is time to practice how you will answer 

some common interview questions as mentioned above. It is important to know how 

to word certain answers so we have provided the STAR framework below which will 

help you effectively answer any question that comes your way. However, you 

shouldn’t memorise a script in case it sounds too forced or you aren’t asked the 

questions that you prepared for. For extra practice, grab a friend, parent or sibling 

and conduct a practice interview – it’ll make all the difference!  

 

Be on time! 

 

You should turn up to the interview at least 5-10 minutes beforehand. This will show 

the employer that you’re organised and reliable before the interview even begins.  

 

Make a good first impression 

 

As they say, first impressions count! When you meet the interviewer, give them a big 

smile, make eye contact, and show your enthusiasm for the role. You should also 

ask them how their day has been and engage in small talk before the questions 

begin. 

 

Ask the interviewer questions 

 

After the interviewer has got all the information they need, they will ask you if you 

have any questions for them. This is your chance to show that you’re interested in 

the job and the company and you’re thinking ahead to find out more.  

 

Some questions to ask are: 

 

• What do you like about working here? 

• When can I expect to hear from you? 

• How many hours will I get a week? 

• What does a day in this role look like? 

 

Dress appropriately 

  

Depending on the type of job you go for, the dress code will differ. Most casual and 

part-time jobs in retail and hospitality will expect smart casual attire so make sure 

you look neat and clean to make a good first impression.  

 

 

Common interview questions  
 

Although all employers conduct an interview differently, there is some common 

information all interviewers want when hiring. 

 

Some common interview questions may include: 

 

• Tell me about yourself? 
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• What made you apply for the job? 

• What do you know about us? 

• Why do you want to work for us? 

• What are your strengths and weaknesses? 

• Tell me about a time when you showed leadership? 

• Give me an example of a time when you showed teamwork? 

• How do you cope with fast paced situations? 

• How do you cope with pressure? 

 

To answer these questions, you can utilise the STAR framework (Situation, Task, 

Action, Result). Your answer doesn’t have to be long, but this framework can help 

you address all parts of the question.  

 

• Situation – Describe the context of the situation you were in 

• Task – Explain the task that you had to complete and what you were 

responsible for 

• Action – Describe the steps you took to achieve the task 

• Result – Explain the outcome of your actions and whether you completed the 

task successfully or not 

 

Even though we have listed these common interview questions, there is always a 

possibility that you will get a question that you aren’t expecting. It is important to also 

be prepared for this situation and remember to take your time and address the 

question at hand.  

 

 

It is so normal for you to be nervous before an interview, but we hope our tips put 

you at ease. Now go slay that interview! 
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Aintree Group is a premium business advisory firm based in Melbourne, Australia.  

 

Our mission is to be your go-to trusted advisors in all areas of your life and help you 

sleep well at night knowing everything is taken care of!  

 

We offer support in accounting, legal, wealth and business advice. 

 

We are not your average business firm either - we don’t wear suits and ties, we 

educate our clients with terminology that they’ll understand and, we even make Tik 

Toks. 

 

 

 
Contact us  
 
Aintree Group, Level 1 273 Camberwell Rd Camberwell VIC 3124  

 

03 9851 7999  

 

admin@aintreegroup.com.au 

 

www.aintreegroup.com.au 

 

 

Find us @aintreegroup: 

 

 


